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“Trump was taking a record number of votes” says Johnson, and the switching of

votes from Trump to Biden was not enough to definitely deliver the “victory” to the

democratic candidate.

The US embassy in Rome allegedly involved in the hacking attack

At that point, Rome went on

stage by receiving the data from Frankfurt, but a new elaboration of algorithms was necessary to finally change the outcome

in favor of Biden.

Therefore, the operation to recalibrate the hacking attack would have taken place in via Veneto, and if this fact were to be

confirmed

the American embassy in Rome would be directly involved in an attempt to overthrow its President.

In this scenario, the subversive powers infiltrated in the US government, the deep state, had planned a coup d’état against

their commander in chief.

At this moment, the US

ambassador in Italy is Lewis Eisenberg, former member of Goldman Sachs and contributor to the first Trump campaign but

at the same time close to the neocon Zionist lobbies which are bitter enemies of the President for his ongoing plan to

withdraw the US military in the Middle

East.

Johnson claims that during the election night in the US Rome embassy there was a man from the US department of State.

The former CIA agent shows in the video the picture of this man, apparently taken by the Italian authorities which were

conducting a surveillance operation
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focused on this official.

This official would have been directly involved in the coordination of the hacking attack.

The role of Leonardo and the Italian government in the fraud

At this point, Johnson offers a revelation even more shocking.

There is another actor that played

a crucial role in this operation and it is Leonardo, an Italian government company leader in the aerospace and defense

sector.

Once that the hackers created the new algorithms to switch more votes from Trump to Biden, they sent “these new numbers

back up to a Italian military

satellite operated by Leonardo” claims Mr. Johnson.

After doing this, the new manipulated data were sent back to the Dominion voting machines in the US.
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